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Planets Quiz

Check your understanding of our Solar System using Sphero as your Quizzer.  

Create your own quiz by editing this block program.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  
• I will learn about the eight planets in our Solar System.
• I will execute a blocks program.
• I will deconstruct the attached program
• I will edit the attached blocks program to make your own quiz.

Tags: science astronomy space planets solar system

Grades: 3 to 8 | Duration: 2-4 Hours

CCSS: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.3, CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.4,

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.4, CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.4,

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.9, CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.9

NGSS: MS-ESS1-2, MS-ESS1-3

Supplies: Print the Planet Pack PDF (see Step 2).

This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #1: Exploration - Learn About the Planets

Step #2: Exploration - Planet Cards

Review the attached Planet Quiz - Research Guide to learn all about the 8 planets in our solar system. As

you are reviewing the guide highlight key facts that you believe to be important. Once you are done

reviewing, work with a partner to share the most important attributes of each planet.

Attachments: Planets Quiz - Research.pdf

Educator Tip:

Print copies of the attached guide, or have students review the guide on their device. If reviewing on their

device, have the students record the most important facts in a notebook or notes document on their

device.

Here are some optional resources:

Content resources: spaceplace.nasa.gov

Image resources: solarsystem.nasa.gov

Cut out each planet in the attached Planet Pack PDF.

On the back of each planet are three facts. These are the facts that you will learn about in this activity and

that Sphero will quiz you on.

Attachments: Planets Quiz.pdf

Educator Tip:

Print the Planet Pack front and back and set the binding edge to the short left side.
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https://sphero-media-live.s3.amazonaws.com/cwist/picturesteps/dc/70/Planets%20Quiz%20-%20Research.pdf
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/solar-system,%20solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets,%20space-facts.com/planets
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galleries/type/images,%20nasa.gov,%20esa.int/spaceinimages/Images
https://sphero-media-live.s3.amazonaws.com/cwist/picturesteps/74/ee/Planets%20Quiz.pdf


Step #3: Skills Building - Take the Quiz

Have you cut out the planets? Have you studied up on each one? Are you ready for the quiz? Watch this

video to see an introduction to the game.

This game works best in a group of 2-3 players, where players are on the same team. The goal of the

game is to name the planet to match the spoken fact. Here's how to play:

Connect Sphero to the app and start the linked "Planets Quiz" program to hear the first fact. There

are 3 possible facts for each planet.

Pick up the planet you think matches the fact and check the back to see if you're right.

Shake the Sphero to hear the next fact, and continue to see how many the group can answert.

Restart the program and keep playing until you can get all 8 correct.

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/yID6KH_hFnc

Educator Tip:

Here are the 3 possible correct answers for each planet that you need to evaluate during the quiz:

1. Mercury: Called the Swift planet, no atmosphere to regulate temperatures, has wrinkles

2. Venus: Hottest planet, called the Morning Star, referred to as Earths sister planet

3. Earth: Once believed to be the center of the universe, Water covers 70%, Has a powerful magnetic

field

4. Mars: Home to Olympus Mons, called the Red Planet, Has signs of ancient floods

5. Jupiter: Largest planet, home of the Great Red Spot, has 50 confirmed moons

6. Saturn: Known for beautiful rings, most distant that can be seen with naked eye, has possible life-

supporting moon

7. Uranus: Rotates on its side, called the Ice Giant, experiences coldest temperatures in our solar

system

8. Neptune: Called the Big Blue Planet, farthest planet from earth, has a moon that spews nitrogen ice
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https://youtu.be/yID6KH_hFnc


Step #4: Skills Building - Deconstructing a Program

Step #5: Challenge - Write Your Own Quiz

We will now deconstruct the Planets Quiz program.

Go to the Function (green) tab, then select “edit”, then planetPicker.

Remove If/Then blocks (purple) for planets 5-8.  Look for the planet number to help you locate

them.  Select Done.

On you main canvas, go to the Set Number block with planet = Random Int 1 to 8 located at the top

of the program. Change from 8 to 4, indicating only four planets to pick.

Remove the last four planets variables (red, labeled with the planet name) from the If/Then block.

Now when you run your program, you should only have 4 planets to choose from and only four facts

per round.

You will now create your own quiz about a different topic of your choosing (Animals, computers, video

games, sports, etc)

Work with a partner to create 3 facts about 4 different related topics (ex: Write 3 facts about each of
the following: baseball, football, basketball and golf).  
Open your edited Planets Quiz program. Find the Speak blocks by editing the planetPicker Function

that contains the 12 facts.

Edit each block of Speak block text to include facts you have created. Run the program again with

your facts.
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Step #6: Challenge - Create Your Own Quiz Experience

Create your own quiz-style program by:

changing the number of facts.

changing how many facts are given each round.

adding your own variables and function.

changing what action is done to hear the next fact.

Add any idea you think would enhance the quiz, and be sure to include content materials for others to study

prior to your quiz.

Educator Tip:

You might want to have your students create a quiz about a topic you are currently learning in your class or

in another class. You can always refer back to this activity when your students have a quiz/test coming up so

they can practice!!

TIP: The Organs Quiz has programming that allows a question to only appear or speak once.  You may

want to incorporate this in your quiz.
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